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Hobgrumble Joe of the Waterglades

Mirabelle Gardens
Yummy apple and pear trees, 
four crows on four little huts, a 
little free library, a cauldron and 
the great granite oval stone. 
Look up to spot pictures from 
Greek mythology too.

Victory Park
Can you find Victor the gorilla, 
the mirror maze, a little free 
library and some strange black 
boxes in the trees? The 
fenced-off circular area is a 
bat-friendly wildlife zone.

Cheering Lane 
Look up to spot some very 
cheerful, multicoloured balconies. 
Could Hobgrumble Joe have based 
some of his symbols on these?

Prize Walk play area
A great place to have a rest in 
the hammock and sit like a sea 
captain. Can you spot the fifth 
crow and the last standing stone 
near here?

Get Living London welcome 
office - Outside you might spot ten 
very unique bird boxes... can you 
identify these famous landmarks? 
There is also a little herb garden 
within the #MYE20 sign, including 
sage, mint and chives, mmmmm.... 
smells lovely!

One giant water filter
The Waterglades are a huge natural 
cleaning system. The wet woodland 
trees and plants help to filter water 
which can then be used to irrigate the 
plants in East Village and even flush 
the loos in the school!

Portlands Glade walk
Watch out here for black moorhens, 
hiding in the bulrushes with their 
leggy chicks. You might also spot 
dragonflies and mallard ducks. The 
tree canopy is a lovely dreamy 
place to sit and you might even 
spot Hobgrumble Joe blowing bubbles 
in the ponds too. 

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Here you will find the Timber Lodge 
and Tumbling Bay playground, a great 
spot to practise your climbing like 
Hobgrumble Joe. It’s also worth 
climbing the hill to get a great view 
from the famous Olympic rings. The 
Velodrome is right behind you!

Waterglades
Here you might spot damselflies, 
water voles, goldfinches, herons, 
bees, otters, ladybirds and bright 
beetles. It’s a lovely spot to listen 
to the wind rustling leaves and 
rushes. Cheeky squirrels like to play 
by the BBQ area and Canada geese 
hang out near the main pond 
amongst the waterlilies.

River Lea
Just around the corner from the 
Waterglades you will reach the 
River Lea, flowing into the 
Thames then out to sea, over 20 
miles from here! There are often 
swans cruising nearby and you 
might also spot a strange red 
phone box!?
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